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Polling with .a General-Service Order Table 

Abstract-This paper derives exact results for  a polling system such as 
a  token  bus or token ring with exhaustive service and priority polling. The 
results can  also  be used to analyze a terminal controller with a general- 
service order table. There are N stations in the system and the token  is 
passed among them according to  a polling table of length M (>N). 
Stations are given higher priority by being listed more frequently in the 
polling table. By a straightforward extension  of results of Ferguson and 
Aminetzah 151 for systems with circular polling and exhaustive service, it 
is shown that in general, the N mean waiting times require the  solution  of 
a set of M - N simultaneous  equations and a set of M(M - 1)  
simultaneous  equations.  We  show that partial symmetry in the polling 
table and the station characteristics can be used to significantly reduce the 
number of  equations which must be solved. We present the reduced 
equation set for  a two-priority class system and apply the results to  a large 
token-passing bus network in which a  few  nodes  account  for  a substantial 
portion of the network traffic. We show that in the latter case, the overall 
average message waiting time can  be’ significantly reduced by using 
priority polling: average waiting times at the high-priority nodes have 
large reductions in  return for  a smaller increase at low-priority nodes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HIS paper derives exact  results for a  token  ring or token 
bus  system with exhaustive service and  a  general-service 

order table. There  are N stations in the system  and  the  token is 
passed among  them  according  to a  polling table of length M 
(2 N ) .  Stations are given  higher  priority by being  listed more 
frequently in the polling  table.  The station at  the end of the 
table  passes  the  token  to  the first station in the  table  and  the 
ordering is repeated.  Stations can  be listed in arbitrary  order 
and an arbitrary number of times. Once a  station  receives  the 
token, it transmits until its buffer is empty  (exhaustive 
service).  The method of analysis used here can  also  be used to 
analyze  gated service,  where only  messages  present at the 
arrival  of the  token are transmitted. The message arrival 
processes are assumed to  be independent  Poisson processes 
with different rates, and the service processes are  arbitrary and 
independent at each station.  The token-passing  delays from 
one station in the list to the next have arbitrary and 
independent  distributions. Extending results of Ferguson and 
Aminetzah [5] for systems with circular polling  (stations are 
polled in the order 1 ,  2 ,  * . . , N a n d  then  the cycle repeats)  and 
exhaustive service, it is  shown that  the N mean waiting  times 
require the  solution of a  set of M - N simultaneous  equations 
and  a set o f M ( M  - 1 )  simultaneous  equations. By adding  one 
redundant  equation to  the first set, and M to the  second set, the 
equations  can  be  solved in a recursive  manner. By defining 
pseudostations corresponding  to each entry in the  polling 
table,  we are  able  to  analyze  the waiting  time  at  each 
pseudostation in a manner analogous to that in [5], except  that 
now the  number of messages  waiting for service  at  a 
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pseudostation  when  the  token arrives  depends only  on  the 
station times at pseudostations  lying  between  the  pseudostation 
and the  previous  pseudostation corresponding to  the same 
station (excluding  the previous  service time for exhaustive, 
including  the previous  service time for gated).  It is then an 
easy  matter  to  calculate  the  waiting  times for the  underlying 
stations. 

Eisenberg [4] first derived a  complete  solution for  an 
exhaustive  polling  system with a  general  polling  table. 
However, his  method  required  the  solution of M3 quite 
complex  simultaneous  equations in  order  to  determine the 
mean waiting times.  Alford and  Muntz [1] derived  a  solution 
for a gated polling  system with a general polling  table  which 
required the solution of M 3  simultaneous  equations. Our 
approach  results in M(M - 1) simultaneous equations, which 
can be  solved  recursively by adding M equations.  Addition- 
ally, our method  makes it easy to  take advantage of partial 
symmetry in the  polling  table and/or station  characteristics  to 
further reduce  the  number of equations  which  must  be  solved. 
This  permits the calculation of exact  results for quite large 
systems,  without. turning to approximations [2] or limiting 
cases [3], [6]. See [ 131 for a comprehensive review of exact 
results  available for polling  systems: See  also [I 11 for results 
on  token  multiple-access schemes. 

We specialize  the  results to the case of two classes of 
stations:  typically, high traffic  and low traffic. There  are Nl 
high-priority and N2 = J*L low-priority  stations. The high- 
priority  stations  could be gateway  stations from  other rings or 
buses  which  account for a  significant  portion of the  system 
traffic.  Each  polling cycle consists of L phases. In each  phase, 
all of the  high-priority  stations are polled and  then J of the 
low-priority  nodes are  polled. Each of the  low-priority  stations 
is polled in exactly one phase of the cycle.  Thus, the  high- 
priority  stations are polled L times per cycle  and  the  low- 
priority  stations are polled once  per  cycle.  We  assume that  the 
system  has the following symmetry property:  system parame- 
ters  depend  only  upon  the  low  priority  stations’  positions 
within the groups and not upon which group they belong to. 
Thus,  thejth stations in each  low-priority group have  the same 
arrival rates  and service  distributions, and  the  walk-time 
distributions are  also the same  for each group.  We show that 
this partial symmetry in the  polling  table  and  the  station 
characteristics can be used to significantly  reduce  the  number 
of equations  which  must be  solved.  For most  situations, this 
will mean assuming  that  the  low-priority  stations are identical 
to  each other, while  allowing  the  high-priority  stations to  be 
different from each other.  In this case, we are  able  to simplify 
the  equations for the  mean  waiting  times to a  single  set of 
L*(N, + J ) 2  - (N] + J ) equations.  For the  special case of 
one high-priority node which is polled after each  low-priority 
node,  this amounts  to 4*N2 - 2 equations. This  case 
corresponds  to a computer with multidropped terminals 
which; after exhaustively  polling  a termina1,’transmits all of its 
outbound  traffic  and  then  polls  the  next terminal. Manfield 
[lo] performed  an  approximate delay  analysis for a  similar 
system with nonexhaustive  polling for the terminals. Takagi 
and Murata [ 141 performed  an analysis for a  scan-type  polling 
system with the  polling order 1 , 2 ,  . . . , N - 1 ,  N, N, N - 1 ,  
e.., 1. 

We  show that  priority  polling can reduce  message  waiting 
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times  at  high-priority nodes,  and  for systems where the  high- 
priority  nodes are responsible for a  substantial  fraction of the 
traffic, the  overall average message  waiting  time  can  be 
reduced by using  priority  polling. 

11. THE  MODEL 
The system  has N terminals,  each with infinite  buffer 

capacity. Messages arrive at the  terminals, according to 
independent  Poisson  processes with rates hi, i -  = 1, . . . , N: 
The message service times  at  station i are independently 
distributed with density Psi and generating function  &(x).  Let 
the  first tEo moments of the  message service time at station i 
be Si and st. Let pi = hi$. Let p = C E I  pi .  

Terminals  are polled according  to a  polling  table T( i ) ,  i = 
1,  * . e ,  M .  That  is,  T(1)  is the  identity of the first terminal 
polled in a cycle,  etc.  After terminal T ( M )  is polled,  the next 

'cycle  starts with T(1). 
A  unique pseudostation will be  associated with each  entry 

in the  polling table. Each  poll of a  station will be  considered  to 
be a poll of the corresponding pseudostation. The system of 
pseudostations functions much  like  a  cyclic  polling system, 
except  that  messages for the  pseudostation arrive only during 
part of the  polling cycle.  For exhaustive service, let the 
station time at a  pseudostation be  the  time spent  passing  the 
token from the previous pseudostation  plus  the  time  spent 
transmitting  messages from the  pseudostation during a  single 
visit. . 

Let H be an M x M (0, 1) matrix with  elements h,, where 
hi, equals 1 if traffic  for pseudostation i accumulates during the 
statlon  time of pseudostation j for the  next visit to pseudosta- 
tion i, and 0 otherwise.  For  example,  suppose N = 3 and T = 
[ 1, 2 ,  1, 31. Then  for  exhaustive  polling, we have 

1' 1 1 01 

The token-passing  delay from pseudostation i to pseudosta- 
tion j is independent of  any of the queue  parameters and  has 
density P D i ( - )  and generating function Di(x). Let dk be  the 
delay  realized  when  passing  the  token from the kth pseudosta- 
tion  visited to the k + 1st  pseudostation  visited.  Note  that k is 
a  time  index. 

Define e k  as the  station  time  realized  at  the kth visit to a 
pseudostation.  Let l(k)  be the  index of the kth pseudostation 
visited. We note  that l (k  + M )  = l(k).  Let q ( k )  be the  index 
of the  underlying station, that is, q(k) = T(l(k)). 

For  exhaustive  polling, when  the kth  service  begins, 
messages have accumulated during  the interval vk, where 

M- I 

i = I  

In a circular polling system, vk would be the  station 

Define 
intervisit time. 

M -  I 

i= I 

In a circular polling system, c k  would be the cycle time. 
We show in Sections V and VI that  the mean message 

waiting  times under  exhaustive  service  can  be  determined  once 
the  first two  moments  of the  steady  state  distributions of the v's 
are  known.  Similarly,  the mean  message  waiting  times under 
gated service can be  determined  once the first  two  moments of 
the  steady-state distributions of the c's are  known.  We note 

that vk and c k  are completely determined by the last M station 
times, just  as in a circular system the intervisit  and  cycle  times 
are determined by the  last N station  times. Therefore, we  can 
focus our attention upon the  station  time M-vector 

@ k = [ e k ,  e k + l  ? * ' * ?  ek+(M- l ) l .  

We observe  that ek and € l k + l  have (M - 1) values in 
common. We  define the  probability  density as  Pek( 0 )  and  the 
generating  function as 

J O  J o  \ * 

i = O  

111. GENERATING FUNCTION  RECURSION FOR THE TERMINAL 
SERVICE  TIME 

In this section,  we  derive  the recursion for the generating 
function Gek+ I (  - )  for  exhaustive  service in terms of Gek( -). 
We will closely  follow  the derivation  in [5] for  circular polling 
and show  where  changes must be made for priority  polling. 

First, we observe  that, given that  at the  kth pseudostation 
visit the server  arrives  to find nk messages  waiting for  service, 
the  total service time  at  the  pseudostation has the same 
distribution as nk busy periods  in  an M/G/I queue with 
arrival  rate hq(k) and service density PSq(k)('). just  as in a 
circular  system,  and nk is  governed by a  Poisson  distribution 
with rate hq(k)vk. Let Bq(k)(X) be the  busy  period generating 
function for the above  queue and let P*tn)(t) be  the  n-fold 
convolution of P evaluated at t. Then,  corresponding  to [5 ,  eq. 
lo], we  have 

Using  this, a recursion for  the  generating function of the 
station  time vector  is easily  found to  be 

, 
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rv. MOMENTS OF THE TERMINAL SERVICE TIME AND INTERVISIT 
TIMES 

Let Z = E ( z )  and u: = E ( z  - Z)*. 

First Moments 
Equations for the first  moments of the terminal service time, 

and of ck and vk are found by differentiating (5) with respect to 
XM, setting x equal  to 0, and  noting  that in steady state, 
expected values  (mod M )  are  the  same.  Unlike the case of 
circular exhaustive polling,  we no longer have an explicit 
solution for a general polling table.  However,  for the  special 
case treated later, we will show that an explicit  solution can be 
found.  For the general  case we  find: 

We note  that 

Thus, 

Taking expectations in (2) and  substituting,  we  have 

e k + M =  dk- I -k Pq(k) * c k + M ,  (9) 

or, equivalently, 

Assume  now  that the system is in steady  state. A steady state 
solution will exist  as long as p < 1 (see,  e.g., [SI, [12], and 
( 1  1) below). In a  slight abuse of notation, we now  index e,, 3 ,  
E j ,  and dj by pseudostation  (thus is now the steady-state 
expected  station time  at pseudostation j , )  rather than by a  time 
index. The mean cycle time is E = Z E l  6; and 

M A” 

i=  1 
i # j  

i =  I 
i # j  

where do 2 d ~ .  Equations (9) and (10) become 

We note  that 

vj 

1 - PUJ) 
E . = -  

J 1 r j l M  

Then,  summing on  both sides  of (9’) and  letting d = dj,  

we  have 

M 

E =  d +  2 pT( l )E;  
i =  1 

as we would expect,  since (1 1) is valid for very  general  ring 
systems  (see [SI). For a circular exhaustive system, in (9’) we 
would have Ej = C for all j ,  providing an explicit  solution for 
the fij’s. For  the  general  case, taking  expectations on both  sides 
of (1) and  substituting in ( IO) ,  we  find  a  set of M simultaneous 
equations for the vi’s: 

i t j  

However, since 

for all i ,  i = 1 ,  , N, N of the  equations in (12) are 
redundant  and can  be eliminated. This leaves us with a  set of 
M - N simultaneous  equations for the 9,’s. 

Second Moments 
Differentiating (5) with respect to xM and  then with respect 

to xj ,  j = 1, . . * , M ,  and  then  setting x = 0, we can  derive a 
set of equations for the  second  moments. We  assume that  the 
system is in steady state, and define rij to  be  the  central cross 
correlation of Oi and Oj when  node j is visited before node i. 
That  is,  for any k ,  

( e k M + l - e k M + i ) ( e k M + j - e k ~ + j )  

i > j ,  lsi, j s M  

- 
( e k M + i + M - o k M + i + M ) ( e k M + j - e k M + j )  

i < j ,  lsi, j s M  
(14) 

Thus, in general rc # rji. Noting  again  that do h dM, we find 
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and 

VI.  MEAN WAITING TIMES 
Mean  Waiting Time for Messages  Served by a 
Pseudostation - 

Using  the  relationship  between mean waiting  time  and  the 
moments of the service times  and  vacation times in an M / G / 1  
queue with server vacations  (see [4] or [9]), we  find  the 
following expression  for the  mean  waiting  time  at  a  pseudosta- 
tion (i.e., the  mean  waiting time  for messages which arrive at 
the  associated  station  and are transmitted during the poll of the 
station corresponding  to  this psuedostation), 

We note  that  this looks exactly the  same  as (30) in [SI. This 
is expected,  since in both  cases vk functions as the  vacation 
time for  the  corresponding M/G/I  queue.  To calculate  the Wy's we take  the M equations  in (12) for V j ,  J = 1, . . . , M 
and  then either use (13) to eliminate N of the equations, or 
simply solve  the full  set recursively.  We  can they  use (15) to 
calculate  the ru's and use (16) to calculate  the uvi's. We note 
that,  as in [SI, the terms i;,;+ can be  eliminated from (15). 
Thus, we have only M(M - 1 )  independent  equations. 
However, by leaving the equations for the r;,i+l terms in the 
equation set,  we  can  solve the equations using  a simple 
recursive approach. 

Mean Waiting  Time for  Messages  Arriving at a Station 
Because  messages arrive  at  each station  according to a 

Poisson process, we can  use the PASTA  theorem (Poisson 
Arrivals  See  Time  Averages [15]) to show  that  the average 
waiting  time at a  station equals the sum of the average waiting 
times  at  the  associated  psuedostations,  weighted by the  portion 
of the  cycle  during which arriving messages are  served by that 
pseudostation. That  is, 

VI. SPECIAL CASE: Two PRIORITY CLASSES 
We specialize the  results  to the case  of  two classes of 

stations: typically, high  traffic  and  low traffic.  There  are N1 
high-priority  and N2 = J*L low-priority  stations. The high- 
priority  stations  could be gateway  stations from  other  rings or 
buses  which  account for a  significant  pprtion of the  system 
traffic.  Each  polling cycle  consists of L phases:In each phase, 
all of the  high-priority  stations are polled and then J of the 
low-priority  nodes are  polled.  Thus, the  high-priority  stations 
are polled L times per  cycle and the low-priority  stations are 
polled once  per  cycle. 

We  assume that  the system  has  the following  symmetry 
property:  system parameters  depend only  upon  the  low- 
priority  stations'  positions  within  the groups and not upon 
which group they  belong to.  Thus, while  the  high-priority 
terminals can all have  different  parameters, the j t h  stations in 
each  low-priority group  have  the  same  arrival rates and  service 
distributions,  and the  walk-time distributions  are  also the same 
for each group.  In  this  case, we are  able to  simplify the 

equations for the  mean  waiting  times  to  a set of L * (N1 + J)' 
- (Nl + J )  equations. For the  special case of one high- 
priority node which is polled after  each low-priority node, this 
amounts to 4*N2 - 2 equations. 

We show  that  priority  polling can  reduce  average waiting 
times at high-priority  nodes,  and for systems where the  high- 
priority  nodes are responsible for  the  bulk of the traffic, the 
overall average message  waiting  time can  be reduced by using 
priority  polling. 

First Moments 
Under the symmetry assumptions  stated above,  the  equa- 

tions for the  first  moments  simplify to 

High Priority  Low Priority 

c 
L cj+k(Nl+J)=- cNl+j+k(NI+J)=c 

e 
L 

Fj+k(NI+J)=(l -&)TU)) * - F N l + j + k ( N l + J ) = ( l - p T t i ) )  ' 

where  where 

l s j s N l ,   O s k s L - 1   l s j s J ,   O l k l L - 1  

Second Moments 
E 

r . .  = 

ations (14)-( 16)  simplify to 

High  Priority 
( 1  r i sNl)  

where 

K I = ( j + ( N l + J ) - l ) M o d M ,  

K 2 = ( j -  1 )  Mod (Nl+ J ) +  1 ,  

K3 = i+ 1 + M -  (Nl + J ) ,  

K3<jzsM 
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and 

For  the  low-priority  nodes,  symmetry  allows us to  consider 
only the nodes in  the  first  group. 

Low Priority 
(N, < ilN1+ J) 

K 4 ( n ) = ( M + K 3 - j + n - l ) M o d M + 1  
and 

n f i  

Eyations (20) and (21) can be  soived  and used to calculate 
the oDi’s .  As before,  the  terms ri,i+ 1 can  be  eliminated,  leaving 
a  set of (N, + J ) . ( M  - 1) = L.(Nl + Jj2 - (Nl + J )  
equations. 

Application to a Token Bus Network 
We now  use  the above equations to calculate average 

message  waiting  times in a  token bus  network;  We consider  a 
network with 98 nodes,  where  two  of the  nodes  each carry 25 
percent of the  traffic and the other 50 percent of the  traffic is 
evenly  distributed among the  rest of the nodes. This would be 
consistent  with, for  example, a network with two gateway 
nodes. We  show that giving the  gateway  nodes  higher  priority 
by polling  them more frequently  significantly lowers the 
average message  waiting  times  at  the  gateway  nodes  while 
causing  a much smaller  increase  in waiting  times  at  the other 
nodes. This results in a lower overall average message  waiting 
time. 

Specifically, we consider a fi-km-long token bus with a 
transmission  rate of 10 Mbits/s.  We  assume a  token  length  and 
framing  overhead of 112  bits. These values are consistent with 
the IEEE  802.4  standard  for token buses [7] (we note  that the 
IEEE standard considers nonexhaustive service).  We  consider 
the  effect  upon  message  waiting  times of polling  the  high 
priority  (gateway)  nodes 1, 2 ,  3 ,  4, 6, or 8 times per  cycle.  In 
Figs. 1  and 2 ,  we plot the  mean  message  waiting  time 

Token Bus withTwo High Priority, 96 Low Priority Nodes 
p - .3 

Exponential Message Lengths 
Case 1: Mean = u)48 bits, Case 2 Mean = 32768 bits 

5.0 

. \  

high priority 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Numkr of PollslCycle of High Priority Stations 

5km cable. lOMbps trans., I12 bit token, 112 bit frame overhead 
waiting times in milliseconds 

25% of haffic at each  high priority node. the rest symnebic 

Token Bus with Two High Priority, 96 Low priority Nodes 
p - .6 

Case I: Mean 2048 bits, Case 2: Mean = 32768 bits 
Exponential Message Lengths 

......-4-----*--- 

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8. 
Number of PollXyclc of High PrioSty Stations 

Skm cable,  IOMbps mns., I12 bit  token, 1 I2 bit frame overhead 
waiting times  in  milliseconds 

25% of haffic at each high prioriry node, the rcst symmetric 
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averaged over the  high-priority nodes,  averaged  over the low- 
priority nodes,  and  averaged  over all  nodes. Each figure 
shows  the  results for  two  cases: 1) when all nodes produce 
messages with exponentially  distributed  lengths of mean 2048 
bits,  and 2) when they all produce  messages  with  exponentially 
distributed  lengths of mean 32 768 bits. Fig. 1 shows the 
results  when the total traffic intensity is  0.3, and Fig. 2  shows 
the  results  when  the  total  traffic  intensity is 0.6. These figures 
indicate  that  the  system  response to priority  polling is 

, consistent across a wide  range of message  lengths  and  traffic 
intensities. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

We have extended  results in [5] for mean  message  delays in 
a circular  polling  system with  exhaustive service to systems 
with a general (fixed) polling  table.  The results in [SI for gated 
polling can  be similarly extended.  We  have shown  that  partial 
symmetry in the  polling table  and/or station  characteristics can 
be used to  reduce  the number of equations which  must  be 
solved.  We  have used these  results to study  message  waiting 
times iri a  token-passing bus system  with  gateway nodes, and 
have  shown that priority polling can significantly  reduce 
message  waiting  times at the. gateway  nodes  while  causing 
only  a  small increase  in waiting times  at  other nodes. 

t11 

121 

[31 

WI 
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